
Time to choose 

Lock the Gate’s vision for restoring balance and protecting New South Wales people, landscapes and water 
resources from coal and CSG

Lock the Gate Alliance is a network of hundreds of groups and hundreds of thousands of individuals concerned 
about the impact of coal and unconventional gas mining. 

Before the state election in March 2019, Lock the Gate wants all political parties to commit to action to address the 
gaps and failures of New South Wales policies and law that are damaging farmland, tearing apart rural communities 
and putting the state’s water security at risk. The current severe drought makes it more important than ever that we 
prioritise the protection of water resources and rural communities over short-term mining projects.

The proposed Bylong coal mine near Mudgee will open cut areas mapped as part of the equine 
industry cluster, and numerous other proposed mines threaten Upper Hunter industry clusters. 
Shenhua’s Watermark coal mine and two expired legacy CSG licences threaten the farmland and 
aquifers of the nation’s foodbowl on the Liverpool Plains. 
In Muswellbrook and Singleton, coal mine air pollution is a�ecting people’s health. Government 
initiatives to expand the load based licencing scheme to include coal mining and introduce a Clean 
Air Strategy for New South Wales appear to have stalled. 
Instead of complying with air and noise pollution standards, large mines make the surrounding 
countryside unliveable, and the Government’s cruel “Acquisition Policy” determines who gets to sell 
up and move, and who is forced to stay, tearing communities apart. 
Important Indigenous cultural heritage sites and landscapes are being destroyed by mining.
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Water is being lost and put at risk 

New and expanded coal mines are proposed under Sydney’s drinking water catchment, including 
the Hume mine in the upper reaches of the catchment in the Southern Highlands. 
WaterNSW has warned that unquanti�ed loss of surface �ows in Sydney’s catchment is already 
occurring as a result of the cumulative impacts of underground coal mining activities. 
In the Hunter and Namoi Valleys, mining companies are harvesting vast quantities of rainfall and 
runo� without water licences, relying on a legally dubious exemption that sees them operating 
outside the water management system that farmers must abide by.
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The un�nished Gas Plan threatens the Great Artesian Basin

In 2014, the Government released its Gas Plan, but recommendations from the Chief Scientist 
remain unful�lled four years later. 
Twelve expired legacy CSG licences still remain over the rich farmland, rivers and Warrumbungle 
Dark Sky Park of the state’s North West 
Another crucial recommendation, for a three-tiered system of insurance, security bonds and envi-
ronmental rehabilitation fund has never been implemented. 
The Narrabri gas project plans to drill 850 coal seam gas wells through a recharge aquifer of the 
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1 Alluvium Consul�ng Australia, 2017. 2016 Audit of the Sydney Drinking Water Catchment. 

What’s the problem? 

There is no protection for the state’s productive farmland, communities and heritage areas.



What’s the solution? 

Before the state election in 2019, we want all political parties to commit to our twelve point vision. 

Protect farmland, water resources and heritage from mining

Implement a no-go zone policy prohibiting new and expanded coal mines in critical industry 
clusters for the horse and wine industries in the Hunter and productive farmland in the Namoi 
region, with bu�ers; 
Reject the Bylong and Hume coal projects, and extinguish the Shenhua exploration licence, given all 
three projects will have severe, irreparable impacts on land and water;
Prohibit further coal mining in the Special Areas of the drinking water catchments of Sydney, 
Wollongong, Central Coast and Newcastle;
Switch on Aquifer Interference Approvals, an unused part of the Water Management Act 2000 that is 
not in force but is crucial to preventing damage and degradation of aquifers by mining and con�rm 
in regulation that mining companies are required to obtain water licences for all capture of water 
beyond a harvestable right;
Strengthen Indigenous cultural heritage protections for sites and landscapes by amendments to the 
Draft Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Bill that give power to Aboriginal communities to protect heritage 
and remove mining exemptions;

Complete the un�nished business of the Gas Plan 

Stop the Narrabri CSG gas project and the Western Slopes pipeline;
Cancel the 12 expired legacy coal seam gas licences in north-west NSW and lay the groundwork to 
ban unconventional gas in New South Wales;
Introduce comprehensive three-tiered environmental insurance as recommended by the Chief 
Scientist;
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Invest in the future of rural communities and make the mining industry clean up its act 

Create a restructuring fund and diversi�cation plan for the Hunter region to strengthen its economic 
base beyond coal and invest in renewable energy and value-added agriculture;
Set progressive rehabilitation targets and require that land must be returned to an approximate 
original contour after mining, without leaving dangerous �nal voids and waste dumps;
Scrap the “Voluntary Land Acquisition and Mitigation Policy” which restricts landholders who 
neighbour mines from acquisition if they are not captured by company modelling of noise and dust;
Include coal mining in the load-based licensing scheme which other industries in NSW operate 
under, given it is the largest source of particulate air pollution and major source of water pollution.
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